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Nasikh and Mansukh    
 

A countless number of scholars have written works on this topic. And these include: Abã 

`Ubaid >l-Q~sim b. Sall~m, Abã D~wãd >l-Sijist~n§, Abã Ja`far >l-Na¡¡~s, Ibn >l-Anb~r§, Makk§, 

Ibn >l-`Arab§, and others. The learned elders have said: ANo one is allowed to interpret the Book 

of God except after he is thoroughly familiar with verses that abrogate or have been abrogated. 

`Al§ once told a judge: AAre you familiar with verses that abrogate or have been abrogated?@ The 

judge replied: ANo!@ `Al§ then said: AYou ruin yourself and others!@ This section deals with 

several issues.  

First: the word naskh may be used in the following contexts:  

To obliterate as in the verse  A . . .but God obliterates that which the devil casts and then 

establishes His verses. . .@(22:52) 

1. To replace, as in the verse: AWhen We replace one verse with another. ..@(16:101) 

2. To change hands, as occurs in matters of succession, where the inheritance changes 

hands from one person to another.  

3. To transcribe from place to place. Thus it is said: AI have transferred the book.@ that is, AI 

have transcribed its words and its text to another location.@ Makk§ maintains that it is 

incorrect to include this category in the Qur=~n, and he has strongly criticized >l-Na¡¡~s 

for allowing it. He argued that the abrogator in this case,  appears  not  in the words of the 

abrogated but in words that are different. And >l-Sa`§d§ has argued that >l-Na¡¡~s=s 

assertion is supported by the verse: AWe have been recording what you were 

doing@(45:29); and the verse: AIt is indeed, with us, in the Mother of all Books, it is 

exalted and full of wisdom@(43:4) It is well known that that which appears as a summary 

in the Qur=~n exists in its entirety in the Well Preserved Tablet, as the Almighty says: AIn 

a Book, well preserved; which none but the pure ones may touch. @(56:78-79) 

Second: abrogation which, for many a sound reason, God has made exclusive to this 

community.One such reason is to facilitate things.  Whilst all Muslims think this is permissible, 

Jews do not, arguing instead that this portrays God as indecisive, as one who holds one opinion, 

and then changes it. This however, is baseless because abrogation is no more than a sequence of 

events like life after death, sickness, after health, poverty after wealth and vice versa. Now, just 
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as none of the foregoing examples can be construed as the results of indecisiveness, so too is the 

case with acts that are first disallowed and subsequently allowed. 

Scholars differ on whether the Qur=~n is abrogated by anything other than the Qur=~n. 

Some, citing the verse AThose revelations that we abrogate or cause to forget , we replace with 

something better, or at least equal thereto@(2:106) say: ANo! Nothing is equal to or better than the 

Qur=~n.@  

Other scholars contend that the sunna, given that it too comes from God, can also 

abrogate the Qur=~n. God Almighty says: AHe speaks not vainly@(53:3) An example of this, one 

which appears hereunder, is the verse dealing with testaments. 

A third view, cited by Ibn  ab§b >l-Nais~puri in his exegesis,  argues that this is 

permissible only if such a sunna is itself a revealed command of God, and not the personal 

judgement of the Prophet (s). >l-Sh~fi`§ says in this regard: AWhenever the sunna abrogates the 

Qur=~n there will always be found another verse from the Qur=~n itself in support thereof, and 

wherever the Qur=~n abrogates the sunna there will always be found another sunna in support 

thereof. This is to show congruity between the Qur=~n and the sunna. I have dealt extensively 

with this topic in my commentary on the work on jurisprudence Manzãmat Jam` >l-Jaw~mi` 

Third: Abrogation occurs only in verses dealing with commands and prohibitions albeit 

in the form of an report. But this will not apply if the report is not in the form of a demand. In 

this category belong verses that promise and threaten. Having said that, it=s obvious that the 

numerous works dealing with abrogation that happen to include the foregoing category of verses 

have no basis. 

Fourth: abrogations comprise of several categories. These include: 

1. The abrogation of an order before its implementation as in the verse dealing with secret 

conversations. This is an actual case of abrogation.   

2. Abrogation of laws that applied to earlier communities. This is the case with the verse 

dealing with retaliation and blood wit. Other examples are of laws that are collectively 

abrogated such as those that changed the direction of prayer from the Bait >l-Maqdis to 

the Ka`ba, and fasting the first 10 days of the month of Muharram. These however, are 

abrogations in a manner of speaking only.  
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3. The abrogation of a law based on a particular circumstance which subsequently 

disappears. This is the case with the call to patience and forgiveness during times of 

weakness or numerical disadvantages. This was abrogated when fighting became 

obligatory.  In actual fact, this is not a case of abrogation but a case of Abeing made to 

forget@,  as God Almighty Himself says in the case of war: A. . .or We cause it to be 

forgotten@, that is, the duty to do battle, until Muslims become stronger. During times of 

weakness however, the rule is to forbear in the face of persecution. This then puts paid to 

the arguments claiming that all such verses have been abrogated by the Averse of the 

sword@, when in fact, this is not the case. Rather, it belongs to the >made to forget= 

category, to which belongs every order that is meant to be executed whenever the 

circumstances so demand, but which gets moved elsewhere when those same 

circumstances are changed. This is not abrogation, because abrogation effaces a ruling 

and makes its subsequent application illegal. Makk§ thus points out that in the view of 

some scholars verses such as:  AForgive and overlook till God brings forward His 

decree.@(2:109) should be considered qualified and not abrogated, because they allude to 

the deferment of time or purpose. And that which has been deferred to some future time 

is not abrogated.  

Fifth, some scholars have classified the chapters in the Qur=~n with regard to abrogation, 

in the following categories:  

$ 43 chapters that contain no verse that abrogates or is abrogated. They are:  >l-F~ti¡a, 

Yãsuf, Y~s§n, >l- ujar~t, >l-Ra¡m~n, >l- ad§d, >l-Saff, >l-Jumu`a,>l-Ta¡r§m, >l-Mulk, >l-

 ~qqa, Nã¡, >l-Jinn, >l-Mursal~t, `Amma,>l-N~zi`~t, >l-InfiÛ~r, and the three thereafter,  >l-

Fajr, and the chapters that follow till the end of the Qur=~n, except for >l-`Asr,  >l-T§n, and 

>l-K~firãn.   

$ 25 chapters that contain verses that abrogate or have been abrogated. They are:  >l-

Baqara, and the three chapters that follow, >l- ajj, >l-Nãr, and the two that follow,>l-

A¡z~b, Sab=, >l-Mu=min,  Shãr~, >l-Dhariy~t,  >l-Úãr,  >l-W~qi`a,  >l-Muj~dila, >l-

Muzzammil,  >l-Muddaththir, Kuwwirat,  >l-`Asr.  

$ 6 chapters that contain only verses that abrogate:  >l-Fat¡,  >l- ashr,  >l-Mun~fiqãn,  >l-
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Tagh~bun,  >l-Úal~q, >l-A`la. The remaining 40 chapters only contain verses that have 

been abrogated. This view is objectionable on grounds that will be discussed hereunder.  

Sixth, Makk§ says that the verses that abrogate may be classified in the following order:  

I. An ordinance that abrogates another ordinance, such that it is no longer permissible to act 

upon the latter. An example is the law prescribing the imprisonment of a fornicator which 

is abrogated by the ordinance of flogging. 

II. An ordinance that abrogates another ordinance such that it is still permissible to act upon 

the latter. Such as is the case with the verse prescribing the exercise of patience (instead 

of fighting against the pagans). 

III.  An ordinance that abrogates an act such as fighting, which at first was optional and later 

became obligatory.  

IV. An optional act that abrogates an ordinance such as the night prayer which was abrogated 

by the order to recite, in the verse:  ARecite of the Qur=~n whatever comes easy@(73:20) 

Seventh: Abrogation in the Qur=~n appears in three forms: 

a-Verses whose recitation and ordinance is abrogated. The Shaikh~n (Buhk~r§ and Muslim) 

report that `A=isha said: AInitially 10 separate suckings were required (to establish parentage 

between the baby and the wet nurse) but this was abrogated (by the verse stipulating) 5 suckings. 

At the death of the Prophet (s) the verse continued to be recited as part of the Qur=~n.1 There has 

been talk about the statement A...continued to be recited..@ for apparently, it implies that the verse 

is still recited, whilst it is not. One explanation is that the abrogation occurred just prior to the 

death of the Prophet (s). Another, is that at the time the recitation too was abrogated except that 

this had not quite reached all people until after the death of the Prophet (s). Thus, he died and 

there were still people around who recited the verse. Abã Mãs~ >l-Ash`ar§ said: AIt was revealed 

and later removed.@ Makk§ said: AThis is an example, the only one I know of,  where both the 

verse abrogated and the verse abrogating are not recited@ 

                                                 
1Muslim Sa¡§¡ hadith # 1402 

b-Verses whose ordinances have been abrogated but not their recitations: Much has been written 

in this category, and people have  included herein many verses, even though the actual number 
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of verses are few indeed. The more meticulous scholars such as the judge, Abã Bakr b. >l-`Arab§ 

have explained and confirmed this. I maintain that the material that the former group included 

may be classified as follows: 

$ Verses that are neither abrogated nor qualified, and have no connection to these 

categories whatsoever. This is true for verses such as: A. . .and spend of that which We 

gave them@(2:1) and A. . .spend of that which We have given you@(2:254) which some say 

have been abrogated by the verse that prescribed zak~t. But this is not the case. The first 

verse in fact is a report showcasing charity which may allude to zak~t, to spending on the 

family, or to other praiseworthy acts such as hospitality or providing aid. Nothing in the 

verse seems to point to spending other than zak~t which might be compulsory. The 

second verse, as indeed some have explained, may allude to the payment of zak~t Some 

consider the verse: AIs not God the most decisive of all judges.@(95:8) to be abrogated by 

the Averse of the sword@, but this is not so, because God Almighty is forever the most 

decisive of judges. This statement cannot support abrogation even though it implies an 

order to leave matters to God and to forgo retaliation. Some consider the verse A. . .and 

speak kindly to people@(2:83) abrogated but Ibn HaÑÑ~r considered this incorrect, arguing 

instead that it is an account of the pledge taken from the Children of Israel; it is merely a 

report and not an abrogation. Now apply the same logic to the other verse as well.  

$ Verses that qualify rather than abrogate: Ibn `Arab§ has performed a superb task in 

recording such verses, including the following: AMan is indeed at a loss; except those 

who believe. . .@(103:2-3); AAs for the poets, only those in error follow them. Do you see 

how they stumble in every valley, and how they speak about what they know not--except 

for those who believe. . .@(2:224-227); Aforgive and overlook, till God brings forward His 

decree@(2:109) These, and other such verse that are qualified by clauses of exception or 

objective have been wrongly itemized as abrogations. The verse:  AWed not idolatresses 

until they believe. . .@(2:221) for example, is said to have been abrogated by the verse A. . 

.and virtuous women of those who received the Book.@(5:5)when in fact it has only been 

qualified. 

$ Verses that abrogate those customs and conventions of early Islam that do not appear in 
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the Qur=~n, Pre-Islamic Arabia, or the laws of the earlier communities. Thus the verse 

invalidating marriage with step mothers, is one such example, as are the verses 

prescribing requital or blood money for injuries incurred, and restricting divorce 

pronouncements to three. The inclusion of such verses in the abrogation category might 

be appropriate, but as Makk§ and others besides him countenance, it is even more 

appropriate that they be excluded therefrom They explain that if the forgoing verses are 

included in the abrogation category then the same can be said for the entire Qur=~n, 

because it lifts most, if not all the practices common to the disbelievers and the people of 

the Book.. Furthermore, abrogation correctly speaking, only occurs when one verse of the 

Qur=~n abrogates another.@ Yes, it does seem that the third of these categories, the lifting 

of early Islamic  practices makes more sense than the other two. If therefore, we contend 

that the verse to take up arms does not abrogate the verses of >forgiveness and 

generosity=, then most of the verses that have been lumped into this category will be 

excluded. Of that which appropriately falls into this category only a small number 

remain. In a separate work I have discussed this particular topic; hereunder I provide a 

concise synopsis of these verses.  

>l-Baqara 

$ The statement of the Almighty AIt is prescribed upon you when death comes to one of 

you. ..@(2:180) is said to abrogated by the verse of succession. or by the tradition: AHear! 

There is no testament in favor of an heir!@ or as Ibn `Arab§ has said, by way of consensus. 

And according to some the statement of the Almighty A. . .and those who have the ability 

(but choose not to) must pay a ransom @(2:184) has been abrogated by the verse: A. . .and 

whosoever is present, let him fast the month. . .@(2:185) But others hold that it is still 

binding, because of the implied presence of >la= in the former verse. The verse AIt is 

permissible for you to cohabit with your wives during the nights of the fast. . .@(2:187) 

abrogates the verse A . . .as it was prescribed upon those before you. . .@(2:183) because 

compliance with the latter verse would require that they comply fully with every 

regulation that they complied with. This would include the prohibition of eating, and 

maintaining sexual contact at night. Ibn >l-`Arab§ reports, this view as well as another 
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which states that the verse was abrogated by the sunna. Ibn Jar§r reports on the authority 

of `AÛ~= b. Maysara that the verse: AThey ask you about the sacred months. . .@(2:217) is 

abrogated by the verse: and A. . .and wage war, altogether,  on the pagans...@(9:36); The 

verses: AThose of you who die. . .@. . .provisions for a year. . .@(2:240) is abrogated by the 

verse: A. . .four months and ten days. . .@(2:234) Testamentary distribution has been 

abrogated by the laws of inheritance, whilst the need to provide accommodation some 

maintain has been abrogated by the had§th Athere need not be accommodation@, whilst 

others say that it is still binding. The verse: A. . .and whether you openly declare what is 

on your minds or conceal it God will bring you to account for it.@(2:284) has been 

abrogated by  AAnd God burdens not any soul beyond its capacity. . .@(2:286);  

Al `Imr~n 

$ Whilst some say that the verse A. . .and be conscious of God to the full extent possible 

@(3:102);  is abrogated by the verse A. . .and be conscious of God the best you can. . 

.@(64:16), others maintain that it is still binding. Apart from this verse no other in this 

chapter can be claimed to have been abrogated.  

>L-Nis~= 

$ The verse A. . .and give to those you have made the pledge to their due measure. ..@(4:33) 

is abrogated by  Aand some of the blood relatives are closer to each other than others, by 

God=s decree. . .@(8:75) Some say that the verse  A.. .and if they attend the distribution. . 

.@(4:8) has been abrogated whilst others say no: people have simply neglected to apply it. 

The verse:  Aas for those women who indulged in promiscuous acts. . .@(4:15) is abrogated 

by the verse that appears in the chapter >l-Nãr. 

 

>L-M~=ida 

$ The verse: A. . .nor the sacred months. . .@(5:2) is abrogated by the injunction permitting 

battle therein. The verse:  AIf then, they come to you judge between them or disclaim 

jurisdiction@(5:42) is abrogated by  ANow therefore, judge between them in light of that 

which God hath revealed. ..@(5:49) The verse  A. . .or two others besides you. . .@(5:106) is 

abrogated by  AAnd let two just persons from among you bear testimony@(65:2) 
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>L-Anf~l  

$ The verse A. . .if there be of you twenty, steadfast. . .@(8:65) has been abrogated by the 

verse that follows.  

 

>l-Bar~=a 

$ The verse ASet out, armed lightly or heavily. . . @(9:41)is abrogated by the following 

verses that mention the excuses:  AThere is no blame on the blind. . .@(24:61); Athere is no 

blame on the weak ones. . .@(9:91); and the verse:  ANot all believers should go out to 

fight. . .@(9:122) 

 

>l-Nãr 

$ The Almighty=s statement: AAn adulterer shall marry only an adulteress. . .@(24:3) is 

abrogated by the verse:  AAnd marry the single person from among you@(24:32)And some 

say that the verse:  ALet your slaves seek your permission. . .@(24:58) is abrogated while 

others maintain that people have neglected to apply it.  

 

>l-A¡z~b     

$ The verse: AUnlawful to you are women. . .@(33:52) is abrogated by  AWe have made 

lawful for you your wives@(33:33) 

 

>l-Muj~dila 

$ The statement of the Almighty: AWhen consulting the Prophet (s). . .@(58:12) is abrogated 

by the verse that follows. 

 

>l-Mumta¡ina 

$ And some say that the verse: AAnd grant to those whose wives have left the like of what 

they have spent@(60:11) has been abrogated by the Averse of the sword@. Others say it is 

abrogated  by the verse of >the spoils of war= and others still, maintain that it is still 
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binding.  

 

>l-Muzzammil 

$ The verse AKeep vigil all night except for a part thereof. . .@(73:2) is said to be abrogated 

by the end of the chapter, which in turn is abrogated by the five daily prayers. 

These twenty one verses, give or take a few, are the ones that have been abrogated; no 

acceptable claim for the remaining verses= abrogation can be made. This number drops to 19 

however if, as is correct, the verse requiring permission to enter and the verse of distribution of 

inheritance are considered binding. Add to this the view of Ibn `Abb~s that the verse: AWherever 

you turn there is the countenance of God.@ is abrogated by: ASo turn your face in the direction of 

Sacred Mosque@ and the number goes up to twenty.  I have arranged these verses into the 

following verse form: 

 

People exaggerate the number of abrogations      and add thereto countless verses 

this is a tally of them,  twenty all told, no more     as penned by scholars, wise and old  

the verse of direction, which way to face, and      the need for a testament when death cometh 

when not to eat, and cohabit after sleep          and the penalty for not fasting despite ability 

the call to fear God as behooves Him, the       ban on fighting disbelievers in the sacred months 

the bequest for widows, a year of waiting        and that man is accountable for his thoughts 

the verse of oath,  detaining fornicators,           rejecting the disbeliever=s testimony, and to 

persevere,  

being armed for battle lightly or heavily            Barring from marriage, male and female 

fornicators  

the Chosen One is not restricted in marriage    paying  the mahr to those who have come 

Approaching the Prophet                                Similarly, the one on the Night Prayer 

Also, the servant=s need for permission           and giving to those present for the distribution 

 

What is the use of maintaining the recitation of a verse that is no longer enforceable?@ 

some ask. To this question there are two answers. Firstly, inasmuch as the Qur=~n is consulted to 
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determine rules and its performance, so too is it recited as God=s words filled with rewards for 

those who simply recite it. Thus the recitation has remained. Secondly, seeing that abrogation in 

most cases is meant to ease hardship Muslims are reminded, by the retention of such verses, of 

the many bounties bestowed on them and the hardships that have been removed. As for the 

abrogation of pre-Islamic practices or the laws of other divine systems, or in early Islam, these 

are few in number. In the book mentioned earlier I have recorded examples of the various cases 

of abrogation including: facing towards Jerusalem which was abrogated by the verse of the 

qibla, and the fast of `~shãr~= by the fast of Ramad~n 

Miscellanea  

Some scholars have said that in all cases except the following two the abrogating verse 

appears before the abrogated: these  verses are the verse of the waiting period that appears in >l-

Baqara, and  the verse: AUnlawful to you are women. . .@(33:52) which was examined previously. 

Others have added a third:  the >spoils of war= verse in chapter >l- ashr said to have been 

abrogated by the verse: AKnow that whatever spoils of war you capture. . .@(8:41) Some have 

added a fourth: AShow clemency. . .@(7:199)that is, by taking only the surplus of their 

possessions. This is according to those who believe that it has been abrogated by the verse 

ordaining zak~t. Ibn >l-`Arab§ has said: AAll verses in the Qur=~n advocating tolerance, clemency, 

and the avoidance of war with disbelievers has been abrogated by this >verse of the sword= This 

verse: AAnd when the sacred months have passed fight the pagans. . .@(9:5) which abrogated 114 

other verses was itself abrogated by its 2nd half. Reference to this has already been made. He also 

said: AHow unusual a verse AShow clemency A is: whilst its first part (>Show clemency@)and last 

part (and steer clear of the ignorant) are abrogated, its middle (and enjoin the good) is not.@ He 

also said: AAlso unusual and unique is a verse whose first section is abrogated by its second 

section. The verse is: ABe concerned with your selves only! He who deviates cannot harm you, if 

you are steadfast.@(5:105) and the reference is to being steadfast in enjoining the good and 

censuring wrong. This then abrogates the call to be concerned with yourselves.  

>l-Sa`§d§ has said: ANo abrogated verse has remained in force for as long as the verse: 

ASay! I am not a novelty among Prophets. . .@(46:9) which had remained in force for 16 years 

until its abrogation by the opening verse of the chapter,=l-Fat¡, in the year of Hudaibiya  
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With regard to the verse: A. . .and they feed the indigent because of their love for Him. . .@ 

(76:8) Hibat All~h b. Sal~ma >l-Dar§r maintained that the words  >. . .and the prisoners of war@ 

which refers to the prisoners from among the pagans, were abrogated. Once, however, when that 

section was recited to him in the presence of his daughter she remarked: AO! Father! You have 

erred!@ He asked: Why?@ She replied: AMuslims are unanimous in their view that a prisoner must 

be fed and cannot be killed through starvation.@ He replied AYou are correct.@ 

Shaidhala in his work >l-Burh~n said: AIt does happen that the verse that abrogates is itself 

abrogated. An example is the verse: AUnto you is your religion and unto me, my religion.@(109:6) 

which was abrogated by the verse: A. . .fight the pagans. . .@(9:5). This verse in turn, was 

abrogated by A. . .until they pay the exemption tax.@(9:29) This however, is questionable for two 

reasons: firstly, because of what was alluded to previously, and secondly, because the verse: A. . 

.until they pay the exemption tax@(9:29) qualifies the verse, but does not abrogate it.  A more 

appropriate example however, is the last verse of the chapter, >l-Muzzammil, which not only 

abrogates the beginning of the chapter but is abrogated itself by the verse that ordains the five 

daily prayers. Also, the verse ASet out, armed lightly or heavily@(9:41) abrogates the verse that 

ordains restraint, but is abrogated by the verse that sets out the valid excuses for not participating 

battle.  

Abã `Ubaid reports that >l- asan and Abã Maisara said: ANo verse of the chapter >l-

M~`ida has been abrogated, but this is problematic given the statement of Ibn `Abb~s in the work 

>l-Mustadrak Athat the verse: AJudge between them or disclaim jurisdiction@(5:42) is abrogated by 

the verse ASo, judge between them in light of that which God had revealed@(5:49) 

Abã `Ubaid and others report from Ibn `Abbas that the first verse to be abrogated in the 

Qur=~n dealt with the direction of prayer. In his section on abrogations Abã D~wãd quotes Ibn 

`Abb~s through another source, as saying: AThe first verse to be abrogated in the Qur~n dealt 

with the direction of prayer, followed by the first type of fasting.@ AIn light of this@ Makk§ 

concludes Ano Meccan verse was abrogated.@ But, the fact is that abrogation of several of its 

verses has occurred, such as the statement of the Almighty: A. . .while the angels sing the praises 

of their Lord and seek forgiveness for those who believe.@(:7) which is said to be abrogated by  A. 

. .and seek forgiveness for those on earth@(25:5)@ I believe that an even better example is the 
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abrogating verse of the night vigil in the chapter >l-Muzzammil, by its concluding verse, or the 

ordainment of the five daily prayers; and there is unanimity that both these events took place in 

Mecca. 

Note 

Ibn >l- ass~r said: ATo establish abrogation references must be obtained from the Prophet 

(s) himself or from some Companion saying AVerse so and so has abrogated verse so and so.@ At 

times it is needed to reconcile a clear conflict in history, to know that is, what came first, and 

what later.@ He said: Ain matters pertaining to abrogation it is not permissible to seek recourse in 

the views of the run of the mill exegetes, or even to such rulings of the jurists, as are not 

corroborated by textual sources, in cases where there is no clear contradiction. This is because 

abrogation seeks to overturn a rule established by the Prophet (s) himself or to establish one 

where previously there was none. The authority for such action must be textual evidence or 

history, and not rational arguments. 

In this regard there are two opposing views: the conservative view argues that even sound 

 ~¡~d traditions are not acceptable, and the liberal view accepts the rulings of the exegetes and 

the jurists. The correct view goes against both these views. 

 

c-Verses whose recitations have been abrogated but not their ordinance. Some have asked: 

AWhat purpose does the abrogation of the recitation and not the ordinance serve? And would it 

not have been more rewarding if the recitation of the verse had remained and been in  

consonance  with the ordinance? The author of the work >l-Funãn replied: AThis serves to 

express the speed at which this community complies with a divine command, without seeking 

definitive sources in the case of an ordinance that may even be presumptive. They hasten to obey 

as did Abraham when called upon, to slaughter his son, in a dream--and the latter by all 

accounts, is the weakest form of revelation.@ Examples of this genre of abrogation are many.  

Abã `Ubaid said: AIsm~`§l b. Ibr~h§m reported to us, from Ayyãb, from N~fi`, from Ibn 

`Umar, who said: >None of you should say that he has full knowledge of the Qur=~n; how could 

he know what full knowledge is! So much of the Qur=~n has passed him by! Let him say instead: 

>I have taken of the Qur=~n that which was present.@ 
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He also said: AIbn Abã Maryam reported to us from Ibn Lah§`a, from Abã >l-Aswad, from 

`Urwa b. >l-Zubair, that A=isha said: ADuring the time of the Prophet (s) two hundred verses of 

the chapter >l-A¡z~b were recited but when compiling the Qur=~n `Uthm~n was only able to 

collect what now exists.@ 

He also said: Ism~`§l b. Ja`far reported to us from >l-Mub~rak b. Fud~la, from `Asim b. 

Abã >l-Nujãd, from Zirr b.  ubaish who said: A>Ubayy b. Ka`b told me: >How many verses do 

you count in the chapter >l-A¡z~b? I said: >72 or 73 verses.= He said: >At one time it had as many 

verses as >l-Baqara, including the verse on stoning which we used to recite.= I said: AWhat is the 

verse of stoning?= He said: >If a married man or woman fornicates, stone them without hesitation; 

a fitting punishment from God. God is Mighty, and all Wise.= 

He also said: A`Abd All~h b.S~li¡ reported to us, from >l-Laith, from Kh~lid b. Yaz§d, 

from Sa`§d b. Abã Hil~l, from Marw~n b. `Uthm~n, from Abu Um~ma b. Sahl who said that his 

aunt said: >The Prophet (s) recited the verse of stoning to us: >A married man or woman should 

be stoned, without hesitation, for having given in to lust.= 

He also said: A ajj~j reported to us from Ibn Juraij that: >Ibn Abã  umaid informed me 

from  umaida b. Abã Yãnus, who said: >At the age of 80 my father recited to me, out of the 

mushaf of `A=isha: AVerily God and His angels send salutations to the Prophet. O! Ye who 

believe! Send salutations and greetings to him; and to those who pray in the first row.= This was 

before `Uthm~n altered the Scripture.@ 

He also said: A`Abd All~h b. S~li¡ reported to us, from Hish~m b. Sa`d, from Zayd b. 

Aslam, from `AÛ~= b. Yas~r, from Abã W~qid >l-Laith§ who said that AThe Prophet (s) as a rule 

would come teach us any revelation he received. One day he came to us and said: >God says: >We 

have sent down provisions for the establishment of prayer and the institution of zak~t. The son of 

Adam however, if given one valley=s worth of wealth, would lust for a second, and if given a 

second he would lust for a third; nothing would fill his belly (to his satisfaction) except the dust 

of the grave. But God does forgive all who turn to him.@  

>l- ~kim reports in the work >l-Mustadrak , from Ubayy b. Ka`b who said that the 

Prophet (s) told him: >God has ordered me to recite to you the Qur=~n.= So he recited: AThose who 

disbelieve from among the people of the Book and the pagans were not. . .@ (98:1) The rest of the 
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recitation included: A If, on asking, the son of Adam was to be given one valley=s worth of wealth 

he would lust for a second, and if on asking, he was to be given a second he would lust for a 

third; nothing would fill his belly (to his satisfaction) except the dust of the grave. But God does 

forgive all who turn to him. True faith with God is that of the Han§fiyya, not that of Judaism or 

Christianity. And whosoever does any good will not have it denied.@ 

Abã `Ubaid said:  ajj~j informed us, from  amm~d b. Salama, from `Al§ b. Zaid, from 

Abã  arb b. Abã >l-Aswad, that Abã Mãs~ >l-`Ash`ar§ said: AA chapter resembling Bar~=a was 

revealed and then removed except for the following verse: >God will assist this religion even 

with a community that is good for nothing, And if the son of Adam possessed two valley=s worth 

of wealth he would lust for a third; nothing would fill his belly (to his satisfaction) except the 

dust of the grave. But God does forgive all who turn to him.@  

Ibn Abã  ~tim reports that Abã Mãs~ >l-`Ash`ar§ said: AWe used to recite a chapter that 

we compared to the musabbih~t,2 but we were made to forget it, except for one verse which I 

memorized: >O! Ye who believe! Speak not of that upon which you act not, lest it be recorded 

against you, and you be asked about it on the Day of Resurrection.@ 

Abã `Ubaid said: A ajj~j informed us from Shu`ba, from , >l- akam b. `Utaiba, from 

`Adiyy b. `Adiyy who said that `Umar said: AWe used to recite: ADo not loath your parents for 

this on your part, is a form of disbelief.@ He then turned to Zaid b. Th~bit and said: >Is this so?= 

He replied: >Yes=. 

He also said: Ibn Abã Maryam informed us, from N~fi` b. `Umar >l-Juma¡§ who said: >Ibn 

Abã Mulaika informed me, from Miswar b. Makhrama who said: >`Umar said to `Abd >l-Ra¡m~n 

b. `Auf: AI have been unable to find a verse revealed to us AStrive now, as you have in the past.= 

Do you know of its whereabouts?= He replied: AIt was effaced along with everything else that 

was effaced from the Qur=~n.  

                                                 
2 

He also said: AIbn Abã Maryam informed us, from Abã Lah§`a, from Yaz§d b. `Amr >l-

Mu`~fir§ , from Abã Sufy~n >l-Kal~`§, that Maslama b. Makhlad >l-Ans~r§ one day said to him: 

AInform me of the two verses of the Qur=~n that do not form part of the present text. Those 
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present, including Abã >l-Kunãd Sa`d b. M~lik, were unable to inform him.. Maslama then said: 

>Those who believe, migrate, and strive in the path of God with their possessions  and their lives: 

Be ye joyful; you are the successful ones. As for those who protected and assisted them, and on 

their behalf, confronted those people who earned God=s wrath, for them is a gratifying reward 

about which no soul knows a thing. This is a reward for the way they acted.@ 

>l-Úabar~n§ reports in the work >l-Kab§r that Ibn `Umar said: ATwo men used to recite a 

chapter taught to them by the Prophet (s). One night they awoke to pray only to find that they 

were unable to recall even one letter of that chapter. The next morning they went to the Prophet 

(s) to inform him of what had transpired. He said: >It is of those parts o f the Qur=~n that have 

been abrogated, so ignore it.@ 

The sahihain collection contains a report of Anas pertaining to the well of Ma`ãna group 

who were murdered and against whose murderers he had invoked the qunãt prayer. Anas said: 

the following verse was revealed in regard to them, and we continued to recite it until it was 

lifted: Aand inform our people that we have indeed met our Lord; He is pleased with us and we 

are pleased with Him.@  

The >l-Mustadrak contains a report from Hudhaifa where he says: AOf the chapter >l-

Bara=a you recite but one quarter.@ 

>l-Husain b. >l-Munadi in his work >l-N~sikh wa >l-Mansãkh said: Aof the material that was 

removed from the Qur=~n but not from memory are the two chapters of the qunãt supplications 

that are recited in the witr prayer; they were named >l-Khal`a and >l-Hafd.  

Note 

The judge, Abu Bakr reports in the work >l-Intis~r that some scholars deny the occurrence 

of the foregoing category of abrogation because they are based on ~h~d traditions. It is not 

permissible, they say, to make definitive pronouncements about the revelation or the abrogation 

of the Qur=~n based on ~h~d traditions.  

Abu Bakr >l-Razi maintains that: Athe abrogation of the text as well as the recitation does 

occur when God makes them forget about it, and through His removal of  it from their minds, He 

commands them to avoid reciting or writing it in the Holy Book. In time it gets relegated to the 

status of the other heavenly books that He speaks of in the verse: AAll of this is in the earlier 
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scriptures, the scriptures of Ibr~h§m and Mãs~.@ (:18-19) Nothing is known of them today. This 

does not preclude its existence during the life of the Prophet (s), until his death, when it ceases to 

be recited.  Or it may have been recited after his death except that God caused people to forget 

them and removed it from their consciousness.  But it is not permissible for abrogation to take 

place after the death of the Prophet (s).@  

And in the work >l-Burh~n he commented on `Umar=s statement vis-a-vis the >verse of 

stoning=, namely: >Only the fear that people would say that >=Umar has added to the Book= 

prevented me from including it in the Book of God@. He` said: AIt appears that the inclusion of 

the verse in the Qur=~n was permissible, and only the people=s objections stopped him. Thus it 

sometimes happens that something inherently permissible is blocked by extraneous factors. It is 

the nature of the written word that if it is permissible then it must of necessity be corroborated.  

But it has been said in response that if the recitation of the said verse was permissible 

then `Umar, the people=s objections notwithstanding, would have hastened to include it, because 

the mere sayings of people is not an acceptable impediment. In any case, this line of thought is 

problematic to say the least. Perhaps `Umar reasoned that the report was based on no more than 

an ~h~d tradition, which was not sufficient to establish the authenticity of the Qur=~n, even if the 

ordinance may be so established. And it is for this reason that Ibn Zufr refused to count this 

verse in his work, >l-Yanbã` as material that had been abrogated. He said: AAn ~¡~d tradition is 

not sufficient to establish the authenticity of any part of the Qur=~n.@ He said: AThis in fact, is one 

of those >made to forget= verses and not an abrogation.@ He went on to say that Athese two have a 

tendency to be confused, but the difference is that the words of a >made to forget= verse is  

forgotten, whilst the rule remains.@  

But the statement that `Umar reasoned that this was an ~¡~d tradition is to be rejected 

because it has been authentically established that he received this directly from the Prophet (s) 

himself. >l- ~kim reports by way of Kath§r b. Salt who said: AZaid b. Th~bit and Sa`§d b. >l-As 

who used to record the Qur=~n, came across this verse, and Zaid said: AI heard the Prophet (s) 

say: >>If a married man or woman fornicates, stone them without hesitation@ `Umar then said: 

AWhen it was revealed I approached the Prophet (s) and said: Must I write this down?@ But he 

seemed to dislike that. Do you now see why an old unmarried man guilty of fornication is 
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whipped whilst a married young man guilty of fornication is stoned.@ 

In the work Shar¡ >l-Minh~j Ibn  ajr says: AWe learn from this tradition the reason for 

the abrogation of its recitation: the practice is actually contrary to the literal interpretation of its 

general meaning.@ It occurred to me that the above was done with a view to lessening the burden 

of reciting and writing in the Qur=~n what is a rather difficult, and severe rule, and a harsh 

punishment, even though that law still applies. It also points to the virtue of concealing ills of 

this nature. 

>l-Nasa=§ reports that Marw~n b. >l- akam once said to Zaid b. Th~bit: AWhy don=t you 

include this verse in the Qur=~n?@ He replied: AHave you seen two young married people being  

stoned! Anyway, we did mention this, and `Umar said: O! Messenger of God! AAllow me to 

write it?@ He said: AYou cannot!@ By saying Auktub l§@ he meant >allow me to write it= or 

>empower me to do so=. 

Ibn >l-Dar§s reports a tradition in the work Fad~=il >l-Qur=~n from Ya`la b.  ak§m from 

Zaid b. Aslam that `Umar addressed the people and said: ADo not have doubts about the rule of 

stoning for it is the truth. I was tempted to write it into the Qur=~n and consulted Ubayy b. Ka`b 

who said: ADid you not come to me when I was still studying it with the Prophet (s). You then hit 

me on the chest and said: AYou study the verse of stoning whilst they cohabit with each other 

like donkeys do.@ Ibn  ajr said this was an allusion to the fact that the recitation was removed 

because of controversy. 

Note 

Ibn >l- ass~r said: AIn light of this it may be asked: AHow did abrogation occur without a 

replacement, when God in fact says: >Those revelations that we abrogate or cause to forget , we 

replace with something better, or at least equal thereto@(2:106) And this material has no 

substitute! In reply it may be said that everything that presently appears in the Qur=~n and is not 

abrogated is a replacement for material whose recitation has been abrogated. Everything in the 

Qur=~n, that we know of,  that God abrogated, He replaced by what he taught us, by what has 

come to us, in word and meaning, through taw~tur sources.@ 


